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This paper deals with a one-dimensional controlled diffusion process on a compact inter Jai with 
reflecting boundaries. The set of available actions is finite and the action can be changed only at 
countably many stopping times. The cost structure includes both a continuous movement cost rate 
depending on the state and the action, and a switching cost when the action is changed. The policies 
are evaluated with respect o the average cost criterion. The problem is solved by looking at, for 
each stationary policy, an embedded stochastic process corresponding to the state intervals visited 
in the sequence of switching times. The communicating classe; of this process are classified into 
closed and transient groups and a method of calculating thi average cost for the closed and 
transient classes is given. Also given are conditions to guarantee the optimality of a stationary 
policy. A Brownian motion control problem with quadratic cost is worked out in detail and the 
form of an optimal policy is established. 
Con trolled diffusion 
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1. htroduction 
In a recent paper Doshi [4] studied a controlled one dimensional diffusion process 
on a compact interval of real line with reflecting boundaries. The cost structure 
included both, a continuous movement cost rate depending on the current state and 
action, and a switching cost incurred when the action is changed. The set of available 
actions is finite and any change in action is allowed only at countably many stopping 
times. Thus a policy specifies a sequence of stopping times and also the action to be 
used between two consecutive stopping times as a function of the history of the 
process. For the continuously discounted costs Doshi [4] obtained the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a stationary policy to be optimal and also a set of inequalities 
satisfied by the discounted cost function of an optimal policy. A method of calculat- 
ing the discounted cost function from any stationary policy is also given. In this paper 
we study the same model with respect to the long run expected cost per unit time 
(average cost) as the economic criterion. There are two basic goals: 
(a) t9 compute the average cost function for any stationary policy, and 
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(b) to derive conditions which are sufficient for a stationary policy to be optimal. 
The model is formulated in Section 2. Section 3 deals with the computation of the 
average cost function for any stationary policy. A discrete-time stochastic process is 
embedded into the diffusion process operating under a stationary policy and the 
communicating classes of this process are classified into closed and transient cate- 
gories. It is shown that the average cost of the diffusion process is ind zpendent of the 
initial conditions in a given closed class of this process and that this average cost can 
be obtained as the unique solution of a functional equation involving the average cost 
and a bias function. We also give a formal interpretation of this bias function. For the 
initial conditions in a transient class we obtain the average cost func ion in terms of 
the average costs of the closed classes. It is shown that in most common situations a 
stationary optimal policy can have only one closed class or two or more closed classes 
with the same average cost. Thi: functional equations are considerably simplified in 
this case and naturally lead to the optimality conditions of Section 4. In Section 5 we 
consider alI example of a controlled Brownian motion with reflecting boundaries dnd 
show that the intuitively optimal policy satisfies the optimality conditions, thus 
proving its optimality. 
2. Model and basic assumptions 
The controlled diffusion problem mentioned in section 1 has been formulated as a 
continuous-time Markov decision problem in Doshi [4]. For completeness, however, 
we state the basic elements of this model. For details and motivations behind various 
definitions the reader is referred to Doshi 141. 
The state space 8’ = [rO, rl], -CO < r. < rl < 00 with the Bore1 a-algebra ps. 
The action space d is a finite set {1,2,3,4, . . . , M}. 
The sample space f;! is the set of all functions o: (0, a)-, 8?? such that o is 
continuous on t 2 0. 
Let 9$ = C&J(S); s G c) and 9 = Pa. Let X&)= w(t), t 3 0 be the co-ordinate 
mappings and (6,; t 2 0) be the translation open ators on 0. Also for any {91}-stopping 
time r let C%T be the usual a-algebra associated with a stopping time. 
Assumption 1. For each a E d9 there exists a diffusion process (X’: ; t 2 0}, with state 
space %, such that 
(i) The diffusion coefficient d(x, a) and the drift coefficient b(x, a) are continuous 
in x E (ro, rl) for each a E &, and there exist 0 < MI C M2 > 00 and i& < 00 such that 
O<M~~d(x,a)~M~,~~(x,a)l~M~forailx~~,a~~. 
(ii) Both boundaries of {XF} are reflecting. 
efinition I. An admissible policy 7~ is an alternating sequence (~1, a 172,a2, . . . ) 
such that 
(i) For n 3 1, T,, is an {St}-stopping time depending on a,,- 1. 
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(ii) O=70S71d72 l l l a.s. 
(iii) a0 = a is given. For II 2 1 a, is an ST” X &-measurable function taking value 
in &. 
(iv) For t 2 0, let Nt = Cz 1{7,f[t. +l))* Then there exists an N COO such that 
&,,[N,] G N for all t 2 0. 
0 t 
(l) > 
= un is the action used at time t for r E [T,, ~~+r), n a 0. 
. 
*,=& =X,; for all n. 
Let D denote the set of all admissible policies. 
Stationary policies 
Definition 2. Let f: 2% s& + .& be a piecewise constant function on S!?, for each 
a E Sp, such that for each a E & the following hold: 
(i) A a = {x E 2; f(x, a) = a} is an open subset of [ro, rl] for each a E ~2. 
(ii) If x is on the boundary of A c1, then f(x, a) = f(y, f(x, a)) for all y in some 
neighborhood of x. 
Then f defines a stationary policy T by 
(iii) 70 = 0, a0 = a are given, 
(iv) rn+l = 7n +17On 9 19, (n 2 l), where 
f(Xt, a)# a}, a Ed, and 
(v) an+1 =f(XTn+l, a,), n HI. 
Using Assumption 1 it can be easily verified that a stationary policy 7p as defined 
above is admissible, The sets {A a ; a E d} are called its continuation sets and the 
function f, its action selecting function. Let ITS denote the set of all stationary 
admissible policies. 
Cost structure. There are two types of costs involved, continuous and lump. Let 
c,(x) 5 c(x, a) be the cost rate when action a is used in state x. We assume that for 
each CE  & c( 9, a) is continuous in x E 2’. Let R(x, a, a’) denote the non-negative 
lump cost incurred when the action is changed from a to a’ while in state x. Assume 
that R(x,a,a)=O for all x&i?, a~&, R(x,a,a’)>O for all XE% and afa’, 
and 
R(x, a, a”), R(x, a, a’)+ R(x, a’, a”) (2.1) 
for all x E a”, a, a’, a”~ .d. Also assume that R(* , a, a’) is twice continuously 
differentiable for each a, a’ E d. 
Economic criterion. For x E 2, a E &, II 3 0 and 7r E D, define 
Vw.a (x ; n ) = Er,x,a c(X,, a,) dt + f R(x,,, ak-I 
k=l 
t ak) . 
1 
(2.2) 
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If &,x,a 1% I < cc for all n 2 1, then we define the long rc~.rt expected cost per unit time 
(average cost for short) by 
V,,(x; n) 
VV,&) = liF+ip E l 
7r.x.a Tn c 1 
(2.3) 
On the other hand, if Em,,,a[rn] = 00 for some n 2 1, then we define the average cost 
bY 
When E,,x.a [7,]<00fOrallPZ 3 1, it is clear that V,,(x) defined by (2.3) and t2.4) are 
the same. A function V ( l ) is called optimal average cost if VI(x) = inf,, ’ V,a (x) 
(x E J& a E d). A policy n* LS optimal if Vw*,a(x) = V,(x) for all x E %, a E % . 
Infinitesimal operato:* and its domain 
Defdisn 3. Let 9 be the set of functions g: 2% R satisfying the following: 
(i) g is continuous on [ro, rl] except at finitely many points. 
(ii) g’ and g” exist and are continuous on (ro, rl) except at finitely many points. 
(iiij g’(rj j = 0, i = 0, 1, 
For g E 9. define the infinitesimal operator of the diffusion process under action a E .d 
bY 
(2.5) 
if g’ and g” are continuous at x, and by 
Aag(x)=$d(X, a)[g”(x+)+g”(x-)l+b(x, a)g’(x) (2.6) 
if g’ is continuous at x. Aag is not defined at the points of discontinuity of g’. 
Let 23’ be the subset of 9 such that for g E 9, g’ is continuous on (ro, rl), that is, 
A,g is defined for all x E (ro, rl). 
3. Average cost for stationary policies 
The main content of this section is the calculation of the average cost and the bias 
function (to be defined below) for an arbitrary stationary policy P. We will also give a 
simple interpretation of the bias function which will motivate the sufficient condi- 
tions of Section 4. 
For a given stationary policy, V, determined by {A a ; a E &} and f, each A a is the 
union of a finite number of disjoint open subintervals [note that r. and rl are interior 
points of [ro, rb 1). Let h (i, a) denote the ith subinterval of A a, and let rta denote the 
number of subintervals of A”. 
Now consider the embedded stochastic process { Y, ; n =f 0, 1, ‘I, . . . } with the state 
spize {h(i, a); i = 1,2,. . . , tl,, a =: 1,2 , . . . $ M}. Although Y is not necessarily a 
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Markov chain, the state space can be decomposed into closed communicating classes 
and transient states in exactly the same way as for Markov chains. To see this, note 
that Y, is the nth subinterva) visited by the Y process; so YI1 = A (i, an) for some i. 
Moreover, a,+l =f(Xr,+l, a,) where XT,,+, is the endpoint of h (i, a,) reached first; so 
there are at most two possibilities for the value of Y,t+l. This situation is analogous to 
a finite state Markov chain with at most two positive elements in each row of the 
transition matrix. Using this analogy, one can decompose the state space into P, say, 
closed classes Cl, C2, . . . , CP of communicating states and a set T of transient states. 
To simplify notations below, we write (x, a) E C for some class C if there exists some 
subinterval A (i, a)~ C such that x E A (i, a). 
We now show that the average cost I&(x) is constant for all (x, a) E C, where C is 
a closed class, and can be obtained as a solution to a differential equation which also 
gives a family {ha; a E &} of functions on %‘. For a E cp4, let C” = {x. E 2?; (x, a) E C} be 
the a-section of C. 
Tborem 3.1. Let C be a closed class for r, stationary policy w determined by 
(A”; a E &I and f. Then there exists a unique constant g and a family (h, ; a E &} with 
ha defined on C” into R, such that the following hold: 
(9 
0 i . . . 
( ) 111 
( ) iv 
h, is continuous on C” for each a E &. 
h L and. hl exist and are continuous on C” for each a E &. 
For (x, a)E C 
g = C(X, a)+ Aaha(x). (3.2) 
If A (i, a) E C and y = A(i, a ), r. E! A (i, a) or y = B(i, a), rl& A (i, a), then 
ha (y ) = lim ha (x I= R (Y, a, f (y, a )) + hf(Y,a ,(y >. (3.3) 
X+Y 
XEn* 
0 V hl,(ri)=O ifriECa,i=Q, 1. (34 
( ) vi g = Kr.a(n) ((XV 4E C). 
Proof. We first prove that there exist a constant g and a family {h, ; a E &} satisfying 
(i)_(v) above. Let A&, a) = 1” b(y, a)/d(y, a) dy. Consider equation (3.2) for 
x E A(i, a)~ C, that is, the ith subinterval in Aa. This may be rewritten as, 
d 
d (x, a) e-“(x*a) z [e M’“*a’h:(x)] = g - c(x, a) 
the solution of which is 
i 
ha (x) = ci.a + 4.a 
I e-“(rma) dY A(i.u 1 
(3.5) 
e -M(Y.U) _I- 
Y r-c(s~ Q)eM(s.a, 
d(s, a) 
ds dy 
A(i,a 1 
(3.6) 
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for x E h(i, a)= (A(i, a), B(i, a)) and some constants CI,~ and d,,a. Suppose 
f(A(i, a), a) = a’, f(S(i, a), a)= a”, A(& a)E A;(j, a’) and B(i, a)e h(k, a”)* Then 
equation (3.3) gives 
Aha ) A0.a ) Y iU(7.a’) 
C&a - lCj,a’ - di,a’ J e -M(y,a’) dy _ 8 J e-M(-ha’) I e -p ds dy AU& AUa’) A(W) db, a’) 
(A(i, a), a, a’)- 
I 
Aha 1 
e-MO.a’) 
c (8, a ‘3 a”(sma’) 
d(s, a’) 
ds dy, (3@7) 
Atha’) 
and 
I 
B(i,a) 
c1.a + 4.a e -“‘y*a) dy - ~~,~a’- &a,, e-“(ksa”) dY 
AOh 1 
(I 
B(i,a) 
J 
Y 
+ g 
e-M(wa) 
eM(s.a) 
-ds dy 
A(i.a 1 A(i,a) d(s, a ) 
-I 
B(i,a 1 
J 
Y 
-M(y.a”) 
eM(s.a”) 
e 
A(k,a”) A&a”) dIs, a”) 
J 
B(i,a) Y 
= R (B(r, a), a, a”) + e -hf (ha) 
J 
c(s, a) 
-ds dy 
A(i.a 1 A(i.a ) dh a) 
-5 
B(i,a) Y 
e -M(y.a”) J c(sg (2”) eM(s,a ‘1 A(k,a”) A(k.a”) d(s, a”) ds dy. 
If roe A (i, a), then equation (3.4) requires that 
d- ha = 0. 
Finally, if rl E ,\ (i, a), then equation (3.4) reduces to 
&a e 
-M(rl.a 1 -Wq.a) J 
r1 e M(s,a 1 
-is w- 
A(i, a) d(s, a) 
ds 
J 
?l 
=e 
-M(r,.a) ‘by a) eM(s.a) 
A(i,a) db, a) 
ds. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Suppose the closed class C has nc elements. Then (3.7 j(3.10) give 2nc linear 
equations in 2nc + 1 unknowns {Ci,a, diva, g}. Consider the matrix formed by the nc 
columns corresponding to the coefficients of Ci,a. Since C is a closed communicating 
class this matrix has rank nc - 1. Other nc + 1 columns are linearly independent. SO 
the rank of the coefficient matrix is 2nc. This implies that the above 2nc equations 
lhave a solution; g and diea’s are uniquely determined by these equations and Ci,a’s are 
determined up to a constant. So equations (3.2j(3.4) have a solution (g, {ha; a E.&}) 
such that 
(i) ha is continuous on C” for a EJ& 
(ii) h L and hl: exist and are continuous on Ca for a E ~4. 
(iii) g is uniquely determined by equations (3.2j(3.4). 
(iv) ha are determined up to an additive constant. 
‘I’his proves parts (i)-(v) of the theorem. We now show part (vi). Suppase (~1 Iz,) be 
any solution to equations (3.2j-Q.4). Suppose (x, LI)E C and c contains at least two 
elements. Then 
k -A,,_,h,,_,(X,)) dt 
n 
+ c R&ak-h ak) 
I 
. (3.11) 
k=l 
By Dynkin [6, Corollary to Theorem 5. l] 
= &,x,u[huk-,(x~k)- ,_,K,_,)l 
= E,,,,[h,,(X,)-h,,_,(X,_,)+R(x~~, ak-1, ak)]* 
Substituting from (3.12) into (3.11) we obtain 
(3.12) 
KAx; 4 = 
E [ 1 r 
Err.x.a[ha,(xT”)-hu(x)l 
w,x,a rn E [ I 
. 
w,x.a 7n 
Letting n 3 00 
v7r.a (x I= g* 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Similarly, when C contains only one element A (1, a) = [ro, rI] it is easy to show that 
for x E [RI, r~], 
V&x)= g = lim 
%a[ Ior ca (X) dt] ; 
9 (3.15) r+aJ t 
thus proving the theorem. 
The intent of the next corollary is to interpret the family {h,; a E &} with h, 
defined on Cu. 
Corollary 3.1. For (x, a)E Clef T(x, a)= inf{t 2 0; Xt =x, a, = a). Let (x0, a& Cbe 
fixed. Then for any initial conditions (x, a ) E C 
ha fx) - ha&o) = E,,, [ VA (x ; Wo, aoN - @%x,a [ T(xo, ao)lv (3.16) 
where, for any T r 0, 
[I 
T 
K., (x ; T) = Em,., c(X,, a,) dt + c R(X,,, &-I, Qk) 
0 7kGT 1 
. (3.17) 
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Proof. Let N = maxin; 7n s T(xO, ao)}, where r,, is the nth stopping time in the 
definition of V. Then, as in the proof of part (vi) of Theorem 3.1, we have 
N 
+&El R(X,,, u&-l, a&) 
‘- 3 
= g&x.a [ Wo, ao)] - &,~,a ihaN (xTcx,.ao,)l + ha(x) 
= i!I&x.a 1wo9 ao)l - h&o) + h, (x ). (3.18) 
This proves the Corollary. 
The above corollary suggests two different interpretations of h=(x): 
(a) Since h,(x) is determined up to an additive constant it is possible to take 
h&o) = 0 Then h,(x) = &,, [ VW., (x ; T(~o, a~)] - g&,x.a [ T(x~, a~)]. The first term 
on the right is the expected total cost in time interval [0, T(.Q, ao)] if the initial 
condition is (x, a). The second term is the expected cost in time interval [0, T&, ao)] 
if the cost is incurred at the steady state rate g. Thus h&) is the bias due to the initial 
condition (x, a). In fact, using Corollary 3.1 it can be shown that 
h,(x) = lim [VW,& ; t)- gt] +constant 
t+X) (X E 8, u E d). (3.19) 
Thus !r&) is the limiting bias due to the initial condition (x, a). ‘“!“his justifies calling 
(h, ; a E ti) the family of bdas functions. 
(b) From equation (3.19) we get, for (x, a)~ C and (x’, a’)~ C, 
ha(x)-- h,‘(d) = lim [ VW,&, t)-- V,,.&‘; t)]* 
t-+00 (3.20) 
Thus [h&)-h&‘)] can be interpreted as the limiting relative disadvantage of
starting in condition (x, a) rather than in (x’, a’). This justifies calling {h, ; a E d} the 
family of disadvantage functions or as customary in literature [see [ 1,211 the family 
of potential functions. 
Theorem 3.1 gives a method of deriving the average cost corresponding to any 
closed class C. Suppose there are P closed classes Cl, C2, . . . , C,, and let T be the 
collection of all transient states. Then from Theorem 3.1 we can derive rhe average 
costs g1, g2, . . . , g, corresponding to P closed classes. We also get {h, ; a E d} where 
h, is a twice continuously differentiable function defined on UT= 1 Cy. The following 
Theorem can be used to calculate Vz,Jx) for (x, a) E T, thus completely specifying 
the average cost function V&x) for all x E Z and a E A?, 
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Theorem 3.2. { i&; a E Ss) is the unique family of functions in 9 satisfying 
(i) A,V,&)=O for (x, a)c TnA”, 
(ii) K,a (x) = Vw.f(x.&) for xg A a, (x9 f (,x9 a )) E T, 
(iii) V,a(X)= V m.f(x.a)(X I= gk for x e A a, (x9 f k a )) E G. 
Proof. The fact that there exists a unique solution to (i) and (ii) satisfying (iii) can be 
proved by the method used iIt the proof of Theorem 3.1. So it only remains to show 
that this solution equals Vv,a( * ). Let ( Va ; a E d} be any family of functions in 9 
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) above. Let ~1,72, . . . denote the stopping times associated 
with policy V, and let N = min{n 3 1, (X7”, a,& C’k for some k = 1,2, . . . , P}. That 
is, TN is the time of first absorption into a closed class. Then from (i) and (ii) we have 
for (x, a)E T, 
Aa,_, L’ak_,(X,) dt] 
= Er,x.a [ f ('ak -ltxTk)- vak_i(xTk_l)}] 
k-l 
[ f iVak(X7k)- vak--,(x,k_l)}] 
k=l 
= E,,,,a [ z/,N (Xqv )I- Va (X )* (3.21) 
So for (x, a) e T, 
Va (x) = Ew,x,a [ VaN (Xm, )I
= f gkP,,x,a({abSOrptiOll in class Ck)) = Vr.a(X )* 
&=I 
(3.22) 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 can be interpreted as follows. Consider a diffusion process 
with starts in (x, a)E T and stops at the first instant it hits (x’, a’)E C for some (x’, a’) 
and a closed class C. Until then it behaves exactly like the original diffusion process. 
No costs are incurred until the process stops. A terminal cost V~,a~(x’) is incurred if 
the process stops in (x’, a’). Since C(-, 0) is bounded and the expected time to 
termination is bounded, Vr,a(X> must equal the expected termination cost in the 
modified process. Theorem 3.2 formally states this fact. 
4. Optimality conditions 
In this section WC derive conditions which are sufficient for the existence of a 
stationary optimal policy. When these conditions are satisfied, it is possible to use 
them to derive a stationary optimal policy alsing Theorem 4.2 below. 
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Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 enable us to calculate the average cost function from any 
st;itionary policy having P closed classes and Q transient classes. A little reflection 
shows that if R(x, a, a’) is finite for all x E 2, and if Pa 2 with gi Z gi for some (i, j), 
then the stationary policy under consideration cannot be optimal. To :;ee this, 
suCkpose gi< gi. Then starting in any state (x, a)E Cj one can change to action a’ such 
that (x, a’) E Ci. If R(x, c?,, a’)< 00, then for the new policy d Vn&) = gi < gi = 
V:,,,(x), and so 42 is not optimal. It is conceivable, however, that certain changes in 
action are not permissible in some states; that is, R(x, a, a’) = 00 for some x E 2, 
a, a’ E .&‘. In this case it is possible that a stationary optimal policy has two or more 
closed classes with di’iferent average costs. With our assumption of the boundedness 
of R(*, ., a), this situation will not arise. So for optimality consideration we may 
restrict our attention to stationary policies with only one closed class or wit 
more closed classes having the same average cost. By Theorem 3.2 we now have 
V,Jx) = g for all x E %, a E ~4, where g is the common average cost starting in any 
initial conditions. In this case we have the following extension of Theorem 3.1. The 
proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let rr be any stationary policy with Pclosed classes Cl, C2, . . . , Cp and 
the family T of transient states. If gl = g2 = l l l = g, = g, then there exists a unique 
family (h,; a E &) of functions in 9 such that 
(i) h, is continuous on A a for each a E .$ 
(ii) h’ a and h: exist and are continuous on A a for each a E SQ, 
(iii) g = c(x, a)+A&a(x) (X E A"), 
(iv) ha(Y)=R(Yya, f(Y,a))+hf(y,a)(Y) (Ye Aa), 
(v) hI,(ri)=O, i =0, 1, a Ed. 
Morelover, the constant g is uniquely determined by (iii)-(v) above, and h, is determined 
up to an add&e constant. . 
The following theorem gives a lower bound on the optimal average cost V##(x)# It 
also gives sufkient conditions for a stationary policy r* to be optimal. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose there exists a constant g and a family (h, ; a E &} of functions 
on Z satisfying the folio wing : 
(i) ha E 9’ for a E &. 
(ii) g s c(x, a)+Aaha(x) (4.1) 
at each x E (1-0, rl) which is a continuity point of Aaha. 
(iii) For all x E Eand a E J$ 
ha(x)eTJ2{R(x, a, a’)+k&)h 
. 
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Then g s Va(x) (x E Sk?‘, a E ~4’). Moreover, if g and (h, ; a E .QZ) are associated with a 
stationary policy ?T* as in Theorem 4.1, then 
g = Va(x)= Vrr&) (xE%,aE&, 
and W* is optimal. 
Proof. Suppose (g, h,) satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) above. Let 7r be any admissible policy. 
Then following the arguments that led to equation (3.13) we obtain 
Since 7~ is arbitrary 
gSVa(x) (xE%,aE&). 
This proves the first part of the theorem. The second part is obvious from Theorem 
4.1. 
i 
4 
Remarks. (a)The above theorem may be used to verify if a given stationary policy # 
which is suspected to be optimal. We can use Theorem 4.1 to find g and (h, ; a E A# 
for this policy and then verify that they satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2. In 
Section 5 we use this approach to show the optimality of a two-switching-levels 
policy for a controlled Brownian motion with quadratic costs and reflecting boun- 
daries. 
(b) Note that in Theorem 4.2 we require that h, belong to 9’ rather than just 9. 
That is, h: is required to be continuous. Using the arguments of Chernoff and Petkau 
[3] it can be shown that continuity of hl, is necessary for a stationary policy 7~* to be 
optimal. So this requirement is not superfluous or arbitrary. 
(c) Let D* c D consist of policies under which ((Xt, a,); t a 0) has the same steady 
state distribution as under 7~ *, The transient behaviour may be different under 
different w E D*, Then all w E D* have the same associated average cost and all of 
them are optimal in the average cost sense. For 7~ ED”, define 
WV,,(x)= ,I&II [V&x; t)-gf] (x E a”, a E ~20. (4.2) 
Then it folllows from the proof of Theorem. 4.2 and the remarks following Corollary 
3.1 that 
WP,~(X) = ~III WJx) (x E g, a E 4. (4.3) 
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Thus W* defined in Theorem 4.2 lexicographically minimizes V&x) over all w E D 
and minimizes W&(x) over all v E D*. 
(d) For controlled Brownian motion Chernoff and Petkau [3] have shown that 
conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 4.2 are not only sufficient but are also necessary for V* 
to be optimal. Their arguments can be read ly applied to our general diffusion model. 
However, a careful analysis of their arguments reveals that the conditions (i)-(iii) are 
necessary only when V* is optimal in the stricter sense discussed in Remark (c) 
above. Par example see Section 6 of Chernoff and Petkau [3]. Here any switching 
point b 2 0 will give the same average cost and hence an average cost optimal policy. 
However, only one b satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4.2. 
The following theorem deals with the existence of a stationary optima; policy. 
Theorem 4.3. Slrppose there exists a constant g and a family {h, ; a E &} of functions 
satisfying the fob wing : 
(i) h, E 9’ for a E ~2. 
(ii) For each a E .& h, is continuous on [ro, ;I]. 
(iii) NO discontinuity point of A,h, belongs to the set 
A” = ix E 2; ha(x) < min {R(x, a, a’)-t h&)}}. a,El_(a) 
(iv) g 6 c(x: a) + Aah* for al/ .a’ L irO, rl) at which A,h, is continuous, with 
equality on A a. 
(v) h,(x) s min,t,d (R (x, a, a ‘)+ ha(x)} for all x E S?, a E S& with equality on 
S-f?“. 
Then g = V,(x) for all x E 2?, a E CaQ, and there exists a stationary policy n* E DS which 
is optimal. (A” ; a E d) defined in (iii) above are the continuation sets of v* and the 
action selecting function f of TP can be chosen so as to minimize the right hand side in 
0 V. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in Doshi 643 and so the details are 
omitted. 
5. A Brownian motion control problem 
Controlled Brownian motion has been used by Bather [ 1,2), Chernoff and Petkau 
[3] and Puterman [ 101 to model control problems in queuing, inventory and storage 
systems. Quite frequently such systems have finite capacity and overflow occurs 
when the state goes beyond this capacity. Also, as in storage and queuing models, 
there is a lower Iimit on thz possible states of the system. In such cases it is 
appropriate to model the system as a controlled Brownian motion with two reflecting 
boundaries. 
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In this section we consider a simple controlled Rrownian motion with two 
reflecting boundaries at ro = -1 and rl = 1. By the translation of the coordinates and 
change of scale a model with any reflecting boundaries r. and tl can be transformed 
into this framework. We assume that our model is symmetric about 0. Specifically, 
&={1,2}, b(x, l)=p)O and b(x,2)=-p CO, d(x,a)=$r’, c(x,a)=cx2 for all 
x~(-1,l)anda~~andR(x,1,2)=R(x,2,1)=k~O. 
From the symmetry of the problem it is intuitive that one of the following two types 
of policies is optimal: 
(I) Never change the action. That is, f(x, a) = a for a = I., 2, x E I-1, 11, and 
A’=A2=[-1, 11. 
(II) For some M, O<M<l, f(x,l)=l (-lsx<M), f(x,1)=2 (Mcx~~), 
f(ll,2)=1(-1~x~-M)andf(x,2)=2(-M<xa1).InthiscaseA1=[-1,Mjand 
A*=(-M, 11. 
It is also intuitive that I is optimal when k 2 kI and II is optimal when k < kl for 
some constant kl depending on p, g2 and c. In what follows we derive this constant kl 
and show that policies 1 and II are in fact optimal when k 3 kl and k < kl, 
respectively. 
First we investigate the situation when policy I is optimal. Let 
kl 
~4,c+ 4c 2a2c exp(2p Jcr”) f exp(-2fi /a’) =- -__ 
I-c 3E.L P2 [ 3 exp(2&c+‘) - exp(-2&‘) ’ 
154 
Theorem 5.1. Suppme k 2 k ]. Then the policy n* described by I is optimal. 
Proof. Under policy n=” the resulting Markov chain has two closed classes (A (1, 1) = 
[-1, l] and h(l, 2)= I-1, l])with the same average cost. By solving the equations of 
Theorem 4.1 we get 
2 a4cx gx 
hi(x)= A exp(-2px/02)-$-+$----i;li-c-- x E [-1, l] (5.2) 
P 
and 
3 22 4 
h2(x)=A exp(2~x/~2)+~+~+~-~ 
3E.c 2P 
x E i-1, 111, (5.3) 
P 
where 
4 
u c + c *‘c exp(2+‘) + exp(-2&a2j 
g=p 
--- 
[ P ewcw~2)+ exP(2cLb2) I ’ 
and 
(5.4) 
04c 1 
A 
= -7 eXp(2&‘) - exp(-2&‘) 
CQ. 
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Functions hl and h2, and constant g =‘v$,&) (x E [-1, 11, a E &) ckarly satisfy 
hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2. So it remains to show that they also satisfy 
hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 4.2. That is, 
s h1(x)-h*(X)G k (x E I-1, 11). (5 l 
Let J(x) = h &) - h&). Then a routine analysis of the derivatives of J implies that 
J’(r)2 0 for x E [-1, l] and J’(-1) = J’(1) = 0. Thus, inequality (5.6) holds iff 
J(--1)a -k and J(l)< k. But from equations (52~(5.5) 
JW 
cT4c 2c CA+2 u4c =----- - 
CL3 3P P [ 
a2c exp(2&u2) + exp(-2p/a2) 
-+c--- 
P 2P cc ewC2CLb2) - expF-2cLb2) 1 
f14; + 4c 2a2c exp(2pf uz) + exp(-2&a2) = k =- --- ti 3P g2 [ exp(2p/a”) + exp(-2g/a2) 1 ’ l 
Similarly, J(- 1) = -kl. So -k &zl(x)-k2(x)~k for all x E [-1, 1] iff ki s k. This 
proves the theorem. 
Next we show that a policy of type II is optimal if k < ki. Let W,S~ be the policy 
defined by II, %MC “1. Then solving equations in Theorem 4.1 we get 
h&)=L? exp(-2px/02)-$+$-$+F x E [--1, M), (5.8) 
/12(x)= B exp(2~x/~2)+~Y+*+*-~ 
3/.& 2&k2 2p3 p 
x E (-M, 11, (5 09) 
hi(x) = k + h&) x E [M 11, (5.10) 
and 
h&x)=k+hl(x) XE[-1, --Ml, (5.11) 
where 
k +2cM3, u4c3M : g4c 2M 
*2c 04c ( 
g=c+_ -_ 
P +2 
3P P lu 
CL2 244; a2 
ru 2 er:p(-2~lct2K(exp~2~Ml~2~ - exp(-2pM,b2))’ 
P 
(5.12) 
and 
2 
k +2cM3 2cM 2a2cM 
P___ 
B = + exp(--2&cT2) 21M 3P P EIc2 
2P ’ 2 * --_ u2) - 
ru 
u 2 expWd~2Mew(2p 
21. 
exp(-2pM/u2)) 
(5.13) 
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Clearly, the average cost g here should be less than the average cost when we have 
the refiecting boundaries at -1 and 1 replaced by natural boundaries [see [7] for 
definition] at --OO and +a. So from Doshi [5] 
(5.14) 
and hence 
‘gM k 2cM3 a4cM -- ---_ 
B= ’ 
exp(2pM/cr2) - exp(-2pM/cr2) ’ 
(5.15) 
The average cost g defined by (5.12) is a function of M. It is easy to show that 
aI? CO at? 
aM 1 M=() 
and - 
dM M=l 
has the sign of k1 -k. So when k<kl we have 
ag 
<O 
ag 
aM M=() 
and - 
I aM Mzl 
>O. (5.16) 
This implies that there exists a M*, O< M* < 1 such that TM* is optimal among all 
policies flM, 0 C M < 1. Also 
as = 
dM M=M* 
0. (5.17) 
In fact, as we tlhow in Theorem 5.2 below, the policy TM* is optimal among 
policies in D. 
Theorem 5.2. When k c kl, there exists an M”, 0 < M* < 1 minimizing g over 
policies of form 11. Moreover, ?rM* is optimal in D. 
all 
all 
Proof. We verify that g, h 1 and h2, for policy TV*, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 
4.1. Let 
2cx’ 
J(x)= B[exp(-2+/u”)-exp(21WX/CT2)]---- - 
a4cx + 2gx 
3P P3 P 
x+-l, 11, 
(5.18) 
Wl(x)=cx2+ph;(x)+$h;‘o-p x+1,1], (5.19) 
and 
( ) X =& -Irh;(x)+gh;(x)-g x E [-I, 1). (5 20) 
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Then J(x) = h&)- h2(x) for x E (-M*, M*). Also from Theorem 3.3 WI(x) = 0 
(x E r-1, M)), and W*(x) = 0 (x E (-M, I]). So it suffices to show that hi and hi are 
continuous, and 
-ksJ(x)G~ XE(-M,M), (5.21) 
W,(x)& 0 x E [M, 11, (5.22) 
W*(x)2 0 x E [-1, -Ml. (5.23) 
From equations (5.12), (5.13) and (5.17) we have 
J’(-M*) =_ J’(M*) = 0. (5.24) 
So hi and hi are continuous at -M* and M* and hence on [ml, 11. Also, since B c 0 
J’“(x) 
-8p3 4c 
= -‘F B[exp(2px/cr2)+ exp(-2px/a2)] - - 
a it 
(5.25) 
is increasing in x. This, together with equation (5.24) leads to 
J’(x 1) 2 0 for x E (-M*, M*), (5,26) 
J’(-1)= =- 
PP 
< -4&B 2c t/c 2g -e~p(2&~)----~+-=0, 
G2 PJU cc 
(5.27) 
where the last equality folloJvs from equations (5.12) and (5.13). Equation (5.26) 
implies that 
-k =Ji--M*)s J(x)s J(M*)= k x E (-M”, M”) ~5.28) 
thus proving (5.21). Next we prove (5.22). The proof of inequality (5.23) is similar. 
For x E (M*, l] 
W(x)=ex’+irh;(x)+qh:‘(x)-g 
=cx2+luh;(x)? fh;(x)-g 
L, 
= 2ph;(x). (5.29) 
So it su!lkes to show that hh (x)2 0 fur x E [ *, 11. h’$‘(x)<O for x E (M*, 11. So 
hi (A;:) is concave in [M*, 11. Also h;(l) = 0. SC we need to show that hi (M”) 2 0. 
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But 
h;(M*) 2pB 
cM*~ * 
=-exp(-2pM*/~*)-~+7; 
** a4cM* u* ---. +gM* -- 
2cL3 P 
a* 
1 
-4p2B =-- 
4pL a4 
((exp(2pM*/a*)- exp(-2@*/0*)) -““*I 
@ 
= -%J”(M*)> (-J 
since .I’ is decreasing at M*. This proves (5.22) and hence the theorem. 
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